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MICROWAVE EMISSIVITY AND ACCUMULATION RATE OF 
POLAR FIRN 

By H. JAY ZWALLY 

(NASAjGoddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt , Maryland 2077' , U.S.A.) 

ABSTRACT. Radiative transfer theory is formula ted to permit a m eaningful definition of emiss ivity fo r 
bulk emitting media such as snow. The emissivity in the Rayleigh- J eans approxima tion is then the micro
wave brightness temperature T B divided by an effective physica l tempera ture ( T ) . The ( T ) is an average 
of the physical temperature, T (z), weighted by a radia tive tra nsfer function f (z ). Similarly, 

CL) 

TB = ff (z )e(z) T (z) d z where e(z ) is the local emittance. An a pproxima te f (z) is used to determine 
o 

a naly tically the effects of va rious absorption coeffi cients, of sca ttering coeffi cients that va ry with depth, 
and of the seasonal variation o f T (z) . It is shown tha t a mean emiss ivity, which is equal to the mean a nnual 
T B divided by the mean annua l surface tempera ture Till , is a useful qua ntity fo r comparing theory and 
observations. Snow-crystal size measurements, r (z), a t seven loca tio ns in Greenland and Antarctica are 
used to d e termine the Mie/Rayleigh scattering coeffi cient ys(z) a nd to calcula te the m ean emissivities. 
The observed mean emiss ivities a re determined by a TB, which is the average of 12 monthly Nimbus-5 
(1.55 cm ) microwave observa tions, a nd the Tm m easured a t the sam e locations. The calculated emiss ivities 
are a bout one-half of the observed values. The assumption tha t each snow crysta l is a n independent a nd 
equally effec tive scatterer , a nd the use of a n a pproxima tion to f (z), tend to over-estimate the effect of 
sca ttering. Therefore, a p a ra m eter multiplying y s(z) is used . T h e emissivities calculated with a single 
value of this empirical para m e ter for all seven loca tions agree well with the observed emissivities, showing 
that the microwave emissivity variations of dry pola r firn can be ch a racterized as a fun ction of the crys tal 
sizes . One optical depth corresponds to a typical firn depth of 5 m , but significant radiation emana tes from 
up to 30 m . Since r (z) d ep ends on the snow accumula tion rate A a nd T rn, the sensitivity of the emissivity 
to changes in Tm or A are es tima ted using this semi-empirical theory. The results show tha t a one degree 
change or uncerta inty in T m is a pproximately equivalent to a 10% ch a nge in A, and tha t such a change 
will a ffect the emissivity by 0.003 to 0.0 14 or the Tn by about 0.6 K to 3 K , depending o n the location . 

R E,uME. Emissivite en ondes courtes et vitesse d'acclImulatioll des neiges polaires. U ne theorie des transferts 
radia tifs es t formulee pour permettre une definition significa ti ve d e I'emissivite d 'un milieu emetteur dans 
la masse tel que la neige. L 'emissivite dans I'approximation d e R a yleigh- J eans est alors le rapport de la 
temperature correspond ant a la radia tion emise en courte longueur d 'onde T B et de la tempera ture physique 
effec tive ( T ) . La temperature ( T ) est une moyenne de la tempera ture physiq ue, T (z) ponderee par une 

co 

fonction d e transfert radia tif f(z ). De meme, T n = J ] (z) e(z) T (z) d z ou e(z) est l 'emittance locale. 
o 

On utilise une fonction] (z) a pproxima tive pour d e terminer a nalytiquem ent les effets d e differents coefficients 
d 'absorption, de coefficients d e dispersions qui varient avec la p rofondeur, et de variat ions saisonnieres d e 
T (z ). On montre qu 'une emissivite moyenne, qui es t egale a la moye nne a nnuelle T B divisee par le tempera 
ture moyenne annuelle de surface Trn , est une qua ntite utilisable pour compa rer les theories et les observa
tions. Les m esures des dimensions des cristaux d e neige, r (z) en sept points du G roenla nd e t d e l'Antarctique 
sont utilisees pour determiner le coeffi cient y s( z) d e dispersion d e Mie/R ayleigh e t p our calculer les 
emissivites moyennes. Les emiss ivites moyennes observees sont d e terminees par une va leur TB qui es t la 
moyenne sur 12 observa tions m ensuelles en coune longueur d 'onde ( 1,55 cm) pa r Nimbus-5, et la Tm 
mesuree aux memes points. L es emissivites calculees sont environ la m oitie des valeurs observees . L 'hypo
these que chaque crista l d e n eige es t un disperseu r independa n t et d 'ega le effi cacite e t l'utilisation d 'une 
fonction ] (z) a pproxima tive, tend a sures timer l'effet de dispersion . C'est pourquoi on utilise un pa ra metre 
multiplica teu r y s(z) . Les emiss ivites calculees a vec une valeur unique d e ce para metre empirique pour les 
sep t points e tudies concordent bien avec les emiss ivites observees, ce qui montre que le n eve pola Lre sec peut 
etre caracteri,e comme une fon ction de la dimension d es cristaux. U ne profondeur optique correspond a une 
epaisseur typique de 5 m d e neve, mais il ema ne encore une radia tion d ecelable de plus d e 30 m. Puisque 
r (z) dep end de la vitesse d'accumulation de la neige A et de Trn, la sensibilite avec laquelle l'emiss ivite 
change en fonetion de Tm ou d e A est es timee en utilisant la theorie semi-empirique. Les resulta ts montren t 
qu 'un degre de variation ou d ' ineertitude sur T rn es t a peu pres eq uivalent a une va ri a tion de 10% SUI' A, 
et qu 'une telle varia tion m odifie l'emissivite d e 0 ,003 a 0,0 14 ou T B d e 0,6 K a 3 K selo n les endroits. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Strahlungsstiirke im Mikrowellenbereich ulld A kkumulationsrate von polarem Fim. Die 
Theorie d es Strahlungsuberganges wird so formuli ert, dass sich eine sinnvolle Definition d er Strahlungssta rke 
von strahlenden Massen wie Schnee ergibt. Die Strahlungss ta rke gemass der Naherungsliisung nach 
Rayleigh- J eans ist dann die Farbtemperatur im Mikrowellenbereich TB geteilt durch eine effektive 
physikalisch e Tempera tur ( T ) . Dieses < T ) ist d el' M ittelwert del' phys ika lisehen T empera tur T (z ), gewiehte t 

mit einer Strahlungsubergangsfunktion ] (z ). Ahnlich gil t T B = Jf (z )e(z ) T (z ) d z , wobe i e(z ) die loka le 
o 
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Strahlungsdichte ist. Zur analytischen Bestimmung des EinAusses von verschied enen Absorptions
koeffizienten , von Streukoeffi zienten, die si ch mit der Tiefe a ndern , und der jahreszeitlichen Schwankung 
von T (z ) wird eine Na herung von] (z) herangezogen. Es wird gezeigt, dass eine mittlere Strahlungsstarke, 
die gleich dem mi ttleren j a hrlichen TB geteilt durch den J a hresmittelwert der OberAachenternpcratur Till 
ist, sich fur den Vergleich zwischen Theorie und Beobachtung eignet. Zur Bestimmung d es Streukoeffi zien ten 
y s(z) nach Mie/R ayleigh und zur Berechnung der mittler en Stra hlungsstarken werdcn Messungen der 
Schneekristallgrosse r (z) a n sieben Stellen in Gronland und Antarktika herangezogen. Die beobachte ten 
mittleren Strahlungss tarken werden durch ein T B bestirnmt, d as d as Mittel aus 12-monatigen Nimbus-5-
Beobachtungen im Mikrowellenbereich (1,55 cm) und dern an d enselben Stellen gem essenen Till ist. Die 
berechneten Strahlungss tarken sind ungefahr halb so gross wie die beobachteten. Die A nnahrne, dass j ed es 
Schneekristall u~abhangig und mit gleicher Wirkung streut, und die Benutzung einer Naherung fur ] (z ) 
bewirken eine Oberschatzung des Streueffekts. Deshalb wird ein Multiplikator fUr ys(z) benutzt. Die 
mit einem Einzelwert dieses empirischen Parameters berechneten Strahlungsstarken stimmen gut mit den 
Beobachtungen an alien sieben Stellen uberein. Damit ist erwiesen, dass sich die Anderung der Strahlungs
smrke trockenen pola ren Firns im Mikrowellenbereich als Funktion der Kristallgrosse cha ra kterisieren lasst. 
Eine optische Tiefe entspricht einer typischen Firntiefe von 5 m, d och geht merkliche Strahlung von Tiefen 
bis zu 30 m a!:ls. Da r (z) von der Akkumulationsrate A des Schnees und von T m a bha ngt, kann die Aus
wirkung von Anderungen in T m od er A auf die Strahlungsstarke rnit Hilfe dieser halbernpirischen Theorie 
a bgeschatzt werden. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass eine Anderung od er Unsicherheit von einem Grad in Till 
a nnahernd einer lO % -igen Anderung von A entspricht, und dass eine solche Anderung j e nach Lage die 
Strahlungsstarke urn 0,003 bis 0,014 oder das T B urn etwa 0,6 K bis 3 K andcrt. 

INTRODU CTION 

The observations of microwave brightness temperatures of the Greenland and Antarctic 
ice sheets showed surprisingly low values and no clear relationship to the physical tempera
tures (Gloersen and others, 1974). Simple considerations of radiative transfer indicated that 
reflection at the snow-air interface was not sufficient to lower the emission to the observed 
values and therefore considerable radiative scattering must be occurring within the medium 
(Gloersen and others, 1974). The radiative transfer calculations by Chang and others (1976) 
for a uniform snow medium showed that volume scattering by the snow crystals should be a 
dominant factor affecting the microwave emission. In order to make quantitative comparisons 
of observations and calculations it is necessary to account for the variations of snow properties 
with depth, such as the physical temperature and the crystal sizes. It is also necessary to 
define a general emissivity for bulk emitting media, because the usual definitions are not 
adequate for non-isothermal and non-homogeneous media . 

In this paper, radiative transfer theory is formulated in terms of a radiative transfer 
function. An effective physical temperature is defined and used to define a general bulk 
emissivity . An approximate radiative transfer function , which is valid if the volume scattering 
is small relative to the absorption, is used to calculate the brightness temperature, effective 
physical temperature, and emissivity in order to illustrate the effects of various absorption and 
scattering coefficients and temperature variations. It is also used to calculate emissivities 
based on snow crystal size measurements for comparison with observed emissivities and to 
estimate the sensitivity of the emissivity to changes in the snow characteristics . 

EMISSIVITY AND BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE 

The purpose of this section is to define emissivity E and brightness temperature TB con
sistently for snow and other bulk emitting media. The term brightness temperature, as an 
expression of the radiative intensity (radiance), is usually unambiguous. However, the mean
ing of the term emissivity is often ambiguous for a number of reasons. The emissivity is 
sometimes defined as the ratio of TB to the physical temperature T (Equation (5)) and 
sometimes as the ratio of the radiance of a non-black body to that of a black body at the same 
temperature (Equation (2)). Also, it is sometimes inter changed with emittance, which is a 
microscopic property of the medium. And finally, of most importance to the consideration 
of emission from snow, the usual definitions of emissivity are only appropriate for isothermal 
media or for media that emit only from a thin isothermal surface layer. 
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The radiance or intensity (energy flux per unit wavelength per unit solid angle) emitted 
by a black body at wavelength ,\ is given by Planck's function 

W T _ abA 

A( ) -exp (alT)-I' ( I ) 

where bA = 2ckl ,\4 and a = hcl '\k (h, c, and k are Planck's constant, velocity of light, and 
Boltzmann's constant respectively). Now, the emissivity 10 of an isothermal body that emits a 
radiance W' (T ), but is not necessarily a black body, can be readily defined as the ratio 

WA'(T) 
10 = WA (T) . 

The emissivity so defined may vary be tween 0 and I and it describes the relative ability of a 
body to emit energy. 

In the Rayleigh- Jeans approximation for long wavelengths (al T ~ I), Equation ( I) 
becomes WA (T) = bAT, which is the basis of the usual definition of TB as 

TB == W~;T) . 

The brightness temperature is simply the emitted radiance expressed in units of temperature. 
Combining Equations (2) and (3) relates TB to 10, 

bATB 
10 = WA (T) . 

and in the Rayleigh- Jeans approximation 

(5) 

which is applicable to isothermal media. 
Although Equation (5) is sometimes used to define 10, it is only consistent with Equation (2) 

in the long-wavelength approximation. Another quantity sometimes defined is the tempera
ture, denoted as T e, of the black body that produces a radiance equivalent to WA'( T ). 
However, T e is equal to TB only in the same limit, i.e. setting TB = W A( T e) and using 
Equation ( I) gives 

(6) 

Emissivity is a useful concept that describes the emissive characteristics of a medium. 
However, its definition for bulk emission from a non-isothermal medium must reflect the 
weighting of the absorption , emittance, and scattering properties as they control the radiative 
transfer within the medium and, thus, control the externally observed emission. Ideally, 
emissivity would be independent of the temperature distribution T (;::) in the body; but such a 
general definition is not possible, because among other reasons, some of the properties con
trolling the radiative transfer are also functions of temperature. 

In order to define bulk emissivity, a radiative transfer function f (z) at wavelength ,\ is 
first defined as the ratio of the increment tl WA' of externally emitted radiation from the depth 
increment tl;:: to the radiation internally emitted at depth ;:: in the m edium, taken in the 
limit of small tl;::, 

f (;::) = Lt _ A Z I [tlW' () ] 
- ~z-+ o tlz e(;::) WA ( ;::) , 
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where e(z ) is the local emittance (dimensionless) . Therefore, givenf(z) the radiance is 

(8) 
o 

In effect, f (z ) describes the transfer of radiation from point Z to z = o. Since the emission 
and absorption considered here are thermal, Kirchhoff's law applies and, thus, the emittance is 

e(z) = Ya (Z) /Ye (Z), (g) 

where 

(10) 

and where the extinction coefficient Ye(Z), the absorption coefficient Ya(Z), and the scattering 
coefficient Ys(z) are in units of inverse length . Also, the scattering albedo Wo is 

(ll ) 

The quantity [f(z) e(z) ] in Equation (8) is similar to the weighting function F(z) used to 
calculate the microwave radiative transfer in the earth's atmosphere, i.e. 

00 

. TB = f F(z) T (z) dz. 
o 

I n general , to consieer the radiance in direction (8, cp ), the function f( z) IS replaced by 
f (z, 8, cp ) and Z by z sec 8. 

An effective black-body radiance is defined here usingf(z ), 
00 

o 

and an effective physical temperature is defined as 
00 

<T ) == f f (z) T (z) dz. 
o 

Physically, the effective physical temperature is an average physical temperature weighted 
by the radiative transfer properties, which are described by f (z). The bulk emissivity can 
now be defined similarly to Equation (2), 

This emissivity also has the property of varying between 0 and I, since the emittance e(z) 
can only have values between 0 and I and f(z) and WA (z) in Equations (8) and (12 ) are 
positive definite. In physical terms, the bulk emissivity is the ratio of the emitted radiance 
to the radiance from a hypothetical medium having the same radiative transfer function but 
having each volume element of the medium emit as a black-body. It should be noted that 
f (z), Ye (Z), Ya(Z), Ys(z), wo(z) , e(z), and £ are implicitly dependent on wavelength A. In the 
Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, the bulk emissivity is the ratio of the brightness temperature 
to the effective physical temperature, 

which is similar to Equation (5) . However, the bulk emissivity is not directly measurable 
because < W,, ) (or < T ») is not directly measurable, in contrast to W" (or T ) in the isothermal 
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case. Nevertheless, < W ,\ ) (or < T ») can be estimated or measured for certain cases as will be 
shown later. 

Several important properties of the bulk emissivity may be no ted using Equations (8), 
( 12), (13), and (14). First, if the m edium is isothermal , then < W ,\ ) = FW,\ where 

00 

F == I f (z) dz, 
o 

and the emissivity is 
00 

W/ I I 
EO = FW,\ = F f (;;;) e(;;;) d ;;;. 

o 

Note that Equation (17) differs from the usual definition [or isothermal media (Equation 
(2)) if F i= I , as will be discussed later for optically thin media. Second, if the emittance is 
not a function of depth (that is, if e is constant) even though the medium is not isothermal , 
then the bulk emissivity equals the emittance (le: = e), indep endently of the temperature 
distribution. Therefore, the second property shows that it is the variation of emittance with 
depth that makes the bulk emissivity dependent on T (;;;) , and equivalently that the bulk 
emissivity of a homogeneous m edium is independent of T(;;;). 

RADIA TIVE TRANSFER PROBLEM 

The radiative transfer function f (;;;) for a given medium is physically determined by the 
absorption , emittance, and scattering properties of the medium and it contains all the informa
tion required to calculate the emitted radiance. In effect, f (z) d escribes the efficiency for 
external emission of radiation from a source at point ;;; or, as previously noted, the transfer of 
radiation from point ;;; to ;;; = o. For example, consider the case of pure absorption for which 
Y e = Ya and e = I . Then, 

00 z 

TB = <T ) = I ya(;;;) exp [ - I ya(;;;) d ;;;] T (;;;) d ;;;. 
o o 

I n this pure absorption case, the radiative transfer function is 
z 

! (;;;) = Ya exp [ - I Ya d;;;] , 
o 

and the bulk emissivity is unity as it should be for a pure absorber. T hus, the transfer function 
in this case decreases exponentially with depth. 

In general, a solution of the radiative transfer equation is required to determine f (;;;). 
To show how the radiative transfer functionf(;;;) is determined, it is first noted thatf(;;;) is 
in fact similar to the source fun ction used in astrophysical radiative transfer problems and 
to the function [or the probability of quantum exit formulated by Sobolev (1956, chapter 6). 
The radiative transfer equation (C hang and others, 1976; Sobolev, 1956), may be written as 

cos8 d W,\' (;;;, 8, cf» , 
( ) d = - W" (;;;, 8, 4» +S,\(z, 8, 4» , (20) 

Ye Z Z 

where the source function is 

u" 
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and FA (z, 8, f, 8s, 4>s) is the scattering phase function and dws is the differential solid angle. 
The integral equation form of Equation (20) for the radiance at Z = 0 is the well-known 
formula (Sobolev, 1956, English translation, p. I7 and 30; Aller, 1963, p . 217) 

WA' (O, 8, f) = J S,, (z, 8, f ) exp [-T(Z) sec 8] Ye(Z) sec 8 d z, ( 22 ) 

o 

where T( z) is the optical depth, 
Z 

T(Z) == J Ye(Z) d z . 
o 

Comparing the generalized form of Equation (8) ( f(z ) -+ f (z, 8, 4» and Z -+ Z sec 8) 
with Equation (22), shows that the relation between the radiative transfer function and the 
source function is 

[
S,, (Z, 8,4»] 

f(z, 8, f ) = Ye (Z) exp [- T(Z) sec 8] e(z) W,, (z) . 

Therefore, given Ya (Z), Ye( Z) , T (z), and F,, (z, 8,4>, Bs, f s) the radiative transfer function 
can be calculated. 

For isotropic scattering, the integral in Equation (21 ) can be replaced by 47T],,(z), where 
] A(Z) is the mean radiance averaged over all angles, so that 

and, hence, 

[ 
WO(Z)]A(Z)] 

f (z, B) = Ye(Z) exp [- T(Z) sec B] 1 + e(z) W,, (z) 

In this case, the source of the radiation is the sum of the isotropically scattered radiation and 
the isotropic emission. If the scattering is small relative to the absorption and emission 
(wo ~ e), thenf(z, B) may be approximated by 

g(Z, B) = Ye(Z) exp [- T(Z) sec 8J. 
In the next section, g( z) is used to illustrate the effects that the vertical gradients of T and Ys 
have on the emission. Using g(z) instead of f (z) is equivalent to neglecting the sca ttered 
radiation in the source term. Neglecting a source term reduces the emitted radiation and 
consequently, the g(z) approximation should tend to over-estimate the effects of scattering. 

MODEL CALCULATIONS 

The coefficients Ya (Z) and Ys(z) provide information on the emissive properties of the 
medium even if the radiative transfer equation is not solved exactly. Given Ys(z), Ya(Z), and 
T (z), the brightness temperature, effective physical temperature, and the bulk emissivity 
can also be approximated using g(z), 

TB ::::; J g(z)e(z) T (z) d z, 
o 

< T ) ::::; J g(z) T (z) d z, 
o 
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and the emissivity by Equation (15) . The Rayleigh- Jeans approximation has been taken here 
for convenience. The Equation (28) shows that, in this approximation, the relative contribu
tion to the external radiance from the emission at depth Z is simply the emission per unit 
length times the damping of the overlying material given by exp [ - T(Z)]' The calculations 
in this section using g(z) show that g(z) is very useful for approximately describing the emissive 
properties of a snow medium. The Equations (28) and (29) are solved here using a Ya which 
is independent of depth and a Ys which increases linearly with depth. Therefore, 

Ye (Z) = Yso + SZ + Ya. (30) 

I t is shown below that these coefficients are realistic for polar firn except for large ,z. 

TABLE I. MIE SCATTERING AND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS FOR JVr = (2r )- 3 AND 

,\ = 1.5 cm 

r ys 
mm m - I It" = 0.0024 It " = 0.00055 Il " = 0.00020 

0.1 0.0057 0 .63 0.15 0.053 
0.2 0.045 0.64 0.15 0.053 

0·5 0.7 2 0.66 0.15 0.055 
1.0 5·9 0·73 0.17 0.061 
2 .0 5 0 .0 1.1 0.23 0.085 

5.0 273.0 2·4 0.5 1 0.18 

Table I lists some Mie scattering and absorption coefficients (Chang and others, 1976) for 
wave length ,\ = 1.5 cm and for different values of the ice-particle radius r and imaginary 
part n" of the index of refraction. The Ys is essentially independent of n". The values of 
n" = 0.0024 and 0.00055 correspond to solid ice at o°C and - 20°C respectively as mea
sured at ,\ = 3.2 cm (Cumming, 1952). There is, however, a considerable discrepancy in the 
published values of the loss tangent (reviews by Evans (1965) and Royer (1973)). The loss 
tangent is 

2(n"/n') 
tan S = --'-:--::-:--':-:-

1-(n"/n')2' 

where n' is the real part of the index of refraction. In addition, n" may be greater at the 
,\ = 1.5 cm used here than it is at 3.2 cm. Nevertheless, the higher absorption value 
(n" = 0.002 4) is taken here to be indicative of warm ice near the melting point and the 
lower values to be indicative of cold ice. The coefficients in Table I are the Mie cross-sections 
multiplied by the density Nr of scatters, which was taken to be N r = (2r)-3 and corresponds 
to a snow density of 480 kg/m 3. It is also noted that the absorption of solid ice, 

47Tn" 
Ya = - ,\-, 

is approximately equal to the Ya values listed for r = 5 mm and about three times the Ya 
values for the smaller r. 

The Mie absorption coefficients in Table I are nearly independent of r for r ;$ 0.5 mm. 
The scattering coefficients can be approximated within a few percent for r;$ I mm by 
Ys = (1.8r)3. The r3 dependence arises for the following reasons: for r small relative to '\, the 
Mie scattering cross-section o"s varies as r6 (Rayleigh scattering region) and Ys equals NrO"s, 
which is then proportional to r3 . To obtain the dependence of r3 on Z, crystal-size data 
measured at seven locations in Greenland and Antarctica are used (see Table II ) . The 
analysis by Gow (1969, 1971) indicates that the crystal growth depends on time t and 
temperature T according to 
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where k is a constant, E is the activation energy of the growth process, and R is the gas constant. 
Using t = cr(z) /A (i.e. snow load divided by mean a ccumulation rate) and taking cr (z) = 
Poz+ PI Z2 would give a quadratic dependence of r 2 on z. Gow's analysis shows that Equation 
(3 3) fits the data well below 10 m if T is taken to be the mean annual temperature T rn , but 
not as well above 10 m. The effect of the time variation of T above 10 m is to cause a higher 
average growth rate nearer to the surface; thus, the curves ofr2 versus tor Z might be expected 
to have a negative curvature above 10 m and such negative curvature is exhibited by the 
data. In fact, a regression analysis for 

r3 = ro3+az (34) 

gives a good fit to the crystal size data over the depth region from which most of the micro
wave radiation emanates (i.e. ~30 m ) and a better fit above 10 m. The resulting regression 
coefficients for Equation (34) are listed in Table 11. Although functions other than Equation 
(34) might be used for representing the data, the chosen function also gives the desired linear 
d ependence for the scattering coefficient in agreement with Equation (30). 

TABLE 11. CRYSTAL SIZE PROFILES AND SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS USING r3 = To3 + az REGRESSION F IT 

Data used 
III 

Location Tm A r' Ys = (1.8r)3 Data source regression 
K kg/m> mm' m- I m 

South Pole, 222 70 0.0380 + 0.00148z 0.222 + 0.00863z Cow 0.1 - 19 
90° S. (1969) 

"Plateau", 216 25 0.037 7 + 0.00472z 0.220 + 0.0275z Cow 0.5- 71 
79° 15' S. , 40° 30' E. (197 1) 

Camp Century, 249 367 0.0280 + 0.011 IZ 0. 163 + 0·0647z Cow 0 .2- 20 
77 ° 11 ' N. , 61 ° 10' N . (197 1) 

"Byrd", 245 156 0.026 I + 0.0166z 0.152 + 0.0968z Cow 0·5- 49 
79° 59' S. , 120° 01' W. (197 1) 

Inge Lehmann, 243 100 0.027 8 + 0.0202Z 0. 162 + 0.117 8z Cow 5.5- 60 
77° 57 ' N., 39° 11 ' W . (197 1) 

Site 2, 249 400 0. 01 5 8 + 0.003 64z 0.092 1+ 0.021 2Z Fuchs 8.0- 46 
76° 59' N. , 56° 04' W. (1959) 

"South Ice" . 242 100 0 .00723 + 0.0138z 0.0422 + 0.0805z Stephenson 1.0- 46 
81 ° 57' S.,· 28° 50' W. (1970) (33 m 

point 
excluded 

In order to use the linear function for Ye given by Equation (30), it is necessary to neglect 
the increase in snow density with depth and neglect the dependence of the n" on temperature. 
Then, Equation (30) can be used as a good first-order approximation to Ye(Z) for r~ I mm 
and for z~30 m. It accounts for a most important variable, that is the variation of crystal 
sizes and scattering with depth. 

Using Equation (30) to solve Equations (28) and (29), first for the case of constant T, 
illustrates the dependence of the emissivity on the relative values of the scattering and absorp
tion coeffi cients. Taking the medium to be optically thick (that is exp [ - '7" ( (0) ] = 0) and 
usmg 

G = J g(z) d z = I -exp [-'7"( (0) ] (35) 
o 

gives < T ) = T. Equation (28) is solved first by setting Yso = 0 and the resulting emissivity is 

€(x) = 7Ti X[ I - g, (x)] exp (+ x2 ) (36) 
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where x = Ya/( 2s)~ and cp (x) is the erwr function . The emissivity obtained by Equation (36) 
for various values of the absorption and the scattering coeffi cients is shown in Figure I. 

AI though it is known from consideration of the scattering albedo alone that scattering is more 
effective at the lower absorption values, Figure I illustrates the high sensitivity to scattering 
if the absorption is low. As Ya changes by an order of magnitude, the scattering term, Ys, 
must change by about two orders of magnitude to give the same emissivity. This is due to 

the resp ective dependency of E(X) on Ya and s! . 

X= 0.5/m 

4 2 1.5 1.00.80.6 0.4 0.2 0.15 

0.7 

>- 0.6 
~ 

'> en 0.5 
Cl) 

~ 
w 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 
Ys-=SZ 

0 
0.001 0.01 0.10 1.0 10 

S (m·2) 

Fig. 1. Emissiviry as a function of the linear scattering coifficiel!tfor various absorptioll coifficiellts using g (z f alld COlls tallt T. 

The constant term (y so) in Ys according to Eql\ation (30) can also b e simply accounted 
for by solving 

Ya ( ' ) € = ~£ X , 
Ya 

where ya' = Ya + Yso and x' = Ya' /( 2s)! . The effect of Yso is to reduce the emissivity. For 
example, taking Ya = 0.2 and neglecting Yso gives E = 0.5 I , whereas including Yso gives a 
lower value of E = 0.37 due to greater scattering. , 

In the next section, emissivities are calculated for the locations listed in Table 11 . It should 
be noted that, for the Ya and Ys values in Tables I and II , the approxima~ion W o ~ e required 
for the use of g(z) is not really valid. However, the results below using g(z) should be at 
least qualitatively correct. Also, the results in a later section compari.ng calculated and 
observed emissivities, imply that the Ys is not as large as the values in T~ble 11. 

Figure 2 illustrates the weighting fun ctions (g(z)e(z)) and g(z) used to calculate T and 
< T ) respectively for a case of high absorption (ya = 0.5 /m ) and differeIf t depth~gradients 
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g(z) e{z) 

0°.-_Or·1 __ 0T·2 __ ,0·r3~r-~ 

Y, = 0.5 

Ys= SZ 

(a) 

g(Z) 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

y, = SZ 

(b) 

Fig. 2 . High absorption case showing (g(z )e(z )) and g (z ) for various linear scattering codficients. 

of the scattering coefficient (Ys = sz). The Yso is set equal to zero. The radiation from a 

d epth increment ~z is I g(z)e(z) T (z) dz, and, as the scattering increases, the emitted 

t.~ 

radiation becomes more restricted to the near-surface material as shown in Figure 2(a). In 
the case of low absorption (ya = o. I Im), the radiation emanates from a greater range of 
d epths as shown in Figure 3(a) and a layer of given optical thi ckness must be about five times 
as deep in contrast with the high absorption case. The contribution to the emission from 
depth z is g(z)e(z) = Ya (Z) exp [ - T(Z) J. However, it must be remembered that g(z) is a 
small-scattering approximation to J(z) that is quantitatively valid only for Ys ~ Ya. 

The g(z) curves in Figures 2(b) and 3(b) illustrate the effectiveness of the various depths 
for a hypothetical medium having the same radiative transfer function as the real medium, 
but having a black-body emittance e(z) = I. Using Equations ( 10) and (27) in Equation (29) 

00 

shows that <T ) is equal to TB plus a term I Ys(Z) exp [ - T(Z) ] d z, which depends on the 

o 

scattering coefficient. Thus, the hypothetical medium has an emission p er unit length 
determined by Ye = Ya+ Ys. For the larger s values, g(z) p eaks at z > 0 because Ys( z) is 
increasing faster for small Z than exp [ - T(Z) ] d ecreases. Using Equation (35) it is also noted 
that, for an optically thick m edium, the area under the g(z) curve is unity; thus, as some 
layers becom e more effective due to changes in Ys, other layers must become less effective in 
weighting the physical temperature. 
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g(Z) e(z) g(z) 

o 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 

(a) (b) 

30 Ll.L---"---_L--L_"----LJ 

Fig. 3. Low absorjJlioll ease showing (g (z)e(z» and g (z) .ror variolls seal/ering eoiffieients. 

An additional property of the bulk emissIvity can be conveniently noted at this point. 
Consider the emission from a medium of thickness Z m that is not optically thick. The bright
ness temperature then strongly depends on the thickness Zm and Equation (5) is meaningless. 
However, the effective physical temperature also depends on Zm in a similar manner, so that 
the bulk emissivity does not strongly depend on Z m unless e(z) also vari es strongly with z . 
For example, in the case of constant T 

<T ) = eT, 
which is always less than or equal to T because e ~ I , and the bulk emissivity is 

TB 
£ = er (39) 

Therefore, the bulk emissIvity of an optically thin medium is indicative of the emlsslve 
properties, in contrast to TB, which depends strongly on the thickness. As noted before, 
e = I for an optically thick medium. 

It would be useful to consider a descriptive parameter z' as the depth above which a 
fraction f3' of the radiation emanates, 

z· 

f f (z )e( z ) T (z) dz 

(3' == o 

f f (z)e(z) T (z) dz 
o 
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Since Equation (40) requires solution of the radiative transfer equation, a more simple 
parameter f3 is defined, 

2 

J g(z) dz 

f3 
, 

J g(z) dz 
o 

exp [ - T,] - exp [ - Tz] 
C 

which may be viewed as the approximate relative effectiveness of the layer Z2 - Z,. For 
z, = 0 and an optically thick medium, 

£ 

f3 = J g(z) dz = 1 -exp [ - T(Z)], 
o 

which will be calculated for some characteristic polar firn properties in the next section. 
To examine the seasonal properties of TB and < T >, a time-dependent temperature profile 

illustrated in Figure 4 is chosen, 

T (z, t) = Tm-A exp [-0·3z] cos [0·99 (t - 84)-(97 + 2oz)], (43) 

where the mean surface temperature is T m = 250 K, the amplitude (2A) at the surface is 
30 K, the surface temperature (Ts ) is a maximum at t = 0 d , and the other coefficients are 
appropriate for the firn at Maudheim (lat. 71 0 03' S., long. 10° 56' W. ) (Dalrymple and 
others, 1966, p. 42) . The Equations (28) and (29) for TB and < T > are numerically integrated 

.s 
::J: 
l
.a.. 
w 
Cl 

235 
TEMPERATURE (K) 

250 265 
O~------~-----,------~~----,------,,---~~ 

2 

4 

t 
6 TIME = 365 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

Fig. 4. Model temperature profiles at various times relative to time oJ suiface temperature maximum. 
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for the high absorption case (Figure 5a) and the low absorption case (Figure 5b) , and for high 
and low scattering in each case. A number of characteristics are illustrated by these curves. 
First, the amplitudes of the seasonal variation of both T B and < T ) are larger in the high 
absorption case, because for high absorption the near-surface material (where the T variation 
is large) is more effective in emitting whereas the material below 6 m has smaller weighting; 
in the low absorption case there is significant weighting of levels below 10 m (where the T 
variation is small). In contrast to the change in amplitude due to a change in absorption, the 
change in amplitude due to a change in scattering is not as marked , which is a feature that 
can also be discerned from the relative weighting functions a nd the temperature profiles in 
Figures 2- 4. Second, a phase lag is evident in the seasonal variation of TB and < T ) relative 

Ta (Ys =0.05,) 

200 
g 
w 

'" => (a) Y, = 0.5 >-
0« 

~ 
~ 
>-

150 

100 

o 1/ 8 1/ 4 3/ 8 1/ 25 /83 /4 7/ 8 1 
TIME It (DAYS)/ 365 ) 

(a) 

g 
w 
'" => 
>-
0« 

ffi 
C>. 

~ 
>-

200 
Ta (Ys = 0.005, ) 

(b) Y, = 0.1 

150 

Ta ()'s = 0.05, ) 

100 
,---'--..-. 

o 1/ 8 1/ 4 3/ 8 1/ 2 5/ 8 3/4 7/ 8 1 

TIME {I (DA YS)/ 3651 

(b) 
Fig . 5. (a) High absorption case, (b) low absorption case ; effective physical temperature <T ) and brightness temperature TB. 

fo r two values of the linear scattering coefficient , and the surface temperature T s as a f unction of time. 

to the surface temperature variation. The phase lag is about 20 d in the high absorption 
case and about 40 d in the low absorption case; the difference in these phase lags is a lso due to 
the grea ter weighting in the low absorption case of the deeper z levels where the temperature 
phase lag is larger. As with the amplitude characteristics, the difference in the phase lags due 
to high as opposed to low scattering is not as marked as the difference due to high as opposed 
to low absorption. These features can also be discerned from the respective weighting 
functions in Figures 2 and 3. Finally, although T B decreases markedly with increased scatter
ing, < T ) changes by less than severa l kelvins; increased scattering makes < T ) slightly warmer 
in summer and slightly cooler in winter because the emission is m ore limited to the material 
nearer the surface. 

Figures 6 (a) and (b) illustrate the emissivities according to Equation (15) for high and low 
a bsorption. The emissivity E varies slightly with time because TB is weighted slightly more 
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(b) 
Fig. 6. (a ) High absorption case, (b) low absorption case; bulk emissiviry (' and approximate emissiviry E , for two values of 

the linear scattering coefficient, as afunction of time. 

at the shallower z than < T ) is; this effect increases with increased scattering. Also shown is an 
approximate emissivity, d etermined by the surface temperature, 

TB 
E == Ts' (44) 

which will be considered in a later discussion on observations. The curves of E, in contrast to 
those of E , show that T s is not a very good measure of the physical temperature for estimating 
the emissivity, unless g(z) is concentrated at shallow z due to high absorption and/or high 
scattering. 

CALCULATED AND onsER VED EMISSIV1TIES 

The periodic nature of the temperature and emissivity variations as shown in Figures 5 
and 6 suggests a means for measuring the bulk emissivity, even though < T ) is not directly 
measurable. Since the surface temperature T s intersects < T ) twice each cycle, E equals Eat 
the cross-over times, which are between 60 and 80 d after the extrema in T s for the given 
examples. However, this method is limited because the cross-over time is not known a priori 
and T s must be averaged over short-term fluctuations . Nevertheless, E measured at about 
t = 2.5 or 8.5 months would approximate E . An accurate average E can be obtained, however, 
by averaging both the physical surface temperature and TB over a one-year cycle. Using 
Equation (43) or a similar periodic function in Equation (13) and averaging over one cycle 
gives 

<T ) = FTm , 
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where T m is the mean annual surface temperature. The mean bulk emissivity is then 

lB 
£ = FTm' (46) 

where TB is the mean annual brightness temperature. If the medium is optically thick, then 
F should equal unity and Equation (46) becomes the ratio of physical observables. In general, 
however , J (z) is also time dependent and the time dependence of T (z, t ) may be such that 
Equation (45) might not be exact. 

The mean emissivity £ = TB/ Tm is a physically measurable quantity which can be used 
to compare theory and observations of optically thick media. The calculated emissivities 
using the Ys given in Table 11, which are based on the crystal-size data from seven locations, 
are shown in the first column of Table Ill. The mean annual TB has been obtained by 
averaging twelve monthly observations by the Nimbus-5 ESMR (Wilheit, 1972) between 
September 1973 and August 1974. Each monthly observation is typically the average of 15 
measurements from overlapping scans during periods of three days each. A scan-angle
dependent correction (Wilheit, 1973) has been applied to the horizontally polarized ESMR 
measurements which reduces the limb darkening caused by variation of the scan angle, so 
that each measurement approximates a nadir observation normal to the surface. The averaging 
of measurements from differing scan angles further reduces the limb-darkening uncertainty. 
The resulting TB are used to calculate the observed emissivities £OBS shown in Table Ill. 
Also, listed in Table III are some E values which are less than £OBS because summer Ts values 
are used. Although the £OBS values are about twice as large as the calculated values £CALC 

in the first column of Table Ill, the predicted negative correlation between £OBS and Ys can 
be seen by comparing locations with similar Yso (for example South Pole and "Plateau" or 
Camp Century and Inge Lehmann). 

TABLE Ill. CALCU LATED AND OBSERVED EMISSIVITlES 

<Xl 

ECALC = f g (;; )e(;;) cl ;; EOBS E 
J a nuary 197:1 0 

ya ...... 0.15 0.10 0.20 0. 15 
ys'~ y s 0.07y s 0. 18ys 0.12Ys 

South Pole 0.382 0.83 1 0. 81 3 0.82 3 0.820 0. 764 
"Plateau" 0.350 0·775 0. 776 0. 780 0.778 0.750 
Camp Century 0· 344 0.7 17 0.746 0.738 0.74 1 
"Byrd" 0.321 0.672 0.7 11 0.699 0.7 18 0.703 
Inge Lehmann 0.301 0.644 0.686 0.673 0.7 12 
Site 2 0.496 0.847 0.862 0.859 0.789 
"South I ce" 0.4 15 0.728 0·779 0.761 0.698 

The probable causes of the discrepancy between ECA L C and EOBS are: ( I ) overestimation 
of Ys by the scattering model which assumes each snow crystal to be an independent scatterer 
despite the fact that the crys tals are packed within a few diameters of each other and (2) 
overestimation of the scattering effect by using the approximate radiative transfer function 
g(z) instead ofJ(z). Secondary causes are: (3) uncertainty in Ya due to the scattering model 
and the uncertainty in the measurements of n", (4) neglect of the dependence of n" on T (z), 
and (5) neglect of the snow density variation with depth. 

Under the hypothesis that the £CALC overes timates the scattering effect, the scattering 
coefficient is multiplied by an empirical parameter to obtain agreement with £OBS. For 
Ya = 0.15, good agreement is obtained by using y s' = O. 12ys . This smaller ys', in contrast 
to Ys, makes the g(z) approximation more valid. Similar agreem ent can also b e obtained for 
other Ya values as shown in Table Ill, but the slope of ECALC versus £OBS changes due to the 
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differing effect of the scattering as absorption changes. Figure 7 shows the relationship 
between "CALC and "OBS for Ya = O. 15 and ys' = 0 . 1 2ys. The agreement for the five locations 
where crystal sizes were measured by the same investigator (Cow) is good. In addition , for 
these five points the increasing relative difference between "CALC and "OBS as the emissivity 
decreases is consistent with the increasing error expected due to the g(z) approximation as 
the scattering increases and emissivity decreases, but the other factors such as the dependence 
of n" on T must also b e considered. The dependence of n" on T below -20° C at about 
20 CHz is small, but is difficult to estimate from available data (Royer, 1973) ' However, it 
appears to be no more than 20 % smaller for the temperatures typical of the colder firn at 
South Pole and "Plateau", in comparison to the other stations. Making n" smaller by 20% 
would reduce "CALe by 4 .8 % for South Pole and by 6.6 % for " Plateau" , but would not 
change the basic agreement shown in Figure 7. 
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Fig. 7. Calculated mean bulk emissivities versus observed values at seven locations (see Table Ill ). Scattering coefficient is 
determined by crystal-size measurements and an empirical parameter equal to o. 12. Solid circles ( . ) indicate crystal 
measurements by Cow, open circles (0 ) indicate measurements by other investigators, and crosses ( x ) indicate a 20 % 
adjustment was made to crystal sizes measured by other investigators. 

The discrepancy between "CALC and "OBS for Site 2 and "South Ice" as shown in Figure 7 
may be due to a difference in the crystal-size measuring techniques as discussed by Cow 
(1969). Since thin-section analysis seldom cuts crystals at their maximum diameter, Cow notes 
that Krumbein (1935) found that the most frequent radii are only about 80% of the true 
diameter. Cow, in contrast to the other investigators, attempted to remove this bias by 
selecting the 50 largest crystals (typically 25% of the total crystals) in each section. Therefore, 
the crystal sizes at "South Ice" and Site 2 are likely to be about 20 % too small relative to 
Cow's values due to this bias. Increasing the crystal radii listed in Table II for Site 2 and 
" South Ice" by 20 % and recalculating "CALC gives good agreement with "OBS for these two 
locations also, as indicated in the figure. 

On the basis of the agreement exhibited in Figure 7, it is concluded that the calculations 
using g(z) and one empirical parameter provide a simple semi-empirical model for calculating 
the effects of changing accumulation rate, changing mean annual temperature, or the effects 
of the other variations in snow properties that have been neglected. The model is not capable 
of indicating which are the best choices of both Ya and y s. Nor is it capable of indicating 
whether the MiejRayleigh scattering model really does over-estimate the scattering coefficient 
by a factor of the order of 5 to 10. Nevertheless, the results do support the previous conclusion 
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(Chang and others, 1976) that the crystal or grain size is the primary parameter determining 
the microwave emissivity of dry polar firn. This relationship is also illustrated by comparing 
the observed emissivities directly with the measured crystal-size gradients as given in Table 11, 
without regard to any model. The significance of this dependence of emissivity on the crystal
size gradient will be discussed in the next section on accumulation rate. 

g(z) e(z) g(z) 
0 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 0.2 
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Fig. 8. Functions (g (z )e(z )) and g (z ) using empirically adjusted scattering coefficients for South Pole and "Byrd" locatiolls. 

TABLE IV. DEPTHS IN METERS FOR DIFFERENT OPTICAL DEPTHS, THE 

AVERAGE DEPTH <Z), AND AGE AT ONE OPTICAL DEPTH 

Age at 
Z(f~) <Z) T = I 

1'-->- I 2 5 10 m years 
/3-+ 0.632 0.865 0·993 0.99996 

South Pole 5.6 II.O 26·3 49·4 5·5 32 
"P1ateau" 5·4 10.0 23·3 41.0 5.2 75 
Camp Century 5·3 9·7 20.2 33·4 4·9 7 
"Byrd" 5. 1 9. 1 18.2 29·5 4·7 14 
Inge Lehmann 4·9 8·7 17.2 27·5 4·5 18 

Using the empirically adjusted scattering coefficient significantly increases the range of 
depths from which radiation is observed. Figure 8 illustrates the radiative transfer function 
and (g(z)e(z)) for the South Pole and "Byrd" locations. The differing emissivities of these 
two locations is caused by a relatively small difference in the illustrated functions extending 
over the range of effective depths. The parameter f3 given by Equation (42) is used to illus
trate the approximate effectiveness of a particular depth range. Table IV lists the depths 
corresponding to given optical depths and ~ values . An appropriate f3 to consider is f3 = 0.993 
corresponding to five optical depths and all but I to 2 K of a typical TB value. Thus, the 
values in Table IV indicate that it is necessary to consider the firn radiation from a depth of 

2 
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at least 30 m. However, the accuracy to which the snow properties must be known d ecreases 
approximately exponentially with depth. Another descriptive parameter, the average 
depth, is defined , 

co 

<z) == J zf(z) d z. 
a 

The values of <z) using g(z) are listed in Table IV along with the firn age at one optical depth 
from data given by G ow (1969, 1971 ) . 

The discrepancy between ECALe and EO BS due to the g(z) approximation can be reduced 
by numerical solution of the radiative transfer equation layer by layer (e.g. Chang and others, 
1976) . The empirical parameter in y s' should then mainly represent the discrepancy due to 
the independent snow-crystal scattering model. Then, the slope and the magnitude of ECALC 

versus EOBS should together provide information on the appropriate values of both Ya and Ys. 

ACCUM ULATION RATE AND E MISSIVITY SENSITIVITY 

T he model of the previous section, which uses an empirical parameter in the scattering 
coefficient, permits the calculation of the emissivity change resulting from a change in the 
accumulation rate A. Since Equations (33) and (34) do not give the same relationship 
between T and z, as noted previously, the functional relationship between a and A is not clear, 
but can be approximated as inverse linear. The substitution 

a' = Ka 

may then be used to obtain the emissivity as a function of K or A, where K = Ao/A and Ao 
is the measured accumulation rate. The results using Ya = 0.15 and y s' = 0 . 12ys are shown 
in Figure 9. The limit in each case as K --'>- 0 is y a / ya' , which is the limit of zero crystal 
growth rate or infinite accumulation rate. The conditions at South Pole are not far from this 
limit, because the growth rate is small due to the cold temperature and the accumulation 
rate is relatively high for a cold region. Also indicated in Figure 9 is the direction each curve 
would shift for different A or T m; the relative displacement of a pair of curves having similar 
T m is about the same as their Ao ratio . From these curves, the change in emissivity resulting 
from a change in average accumulation rate can be estimated at each location. The sensitivi
ties (A 0 I:!.E/ I:!.A) calculated at K = 1 are listed in the figure . At Camp Century, for example, 

1.0 
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0.9 Tm 
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::; SP ... 0.7 S? 
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Fig. 9. Emissivity as afimction oJ K , which is approximately determined by the accumulation rate Ao or mean annual temperature 
T m (see text ) . 
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a 10 % change in accumulation would change the emissivity by 0 .0 I. A change of this magni
tude corresponds to a TB change of 2 K , which is of order of the radiomete r m easurement 
accuracy. At South Pole where the crystal-size gradient is small , the sensitivity is a fa ctor of 
five smaller. The sensitivity is lowest in co lde r regions of higher accumulation, and highes t 
in warmer regions of low accumulation such as north-east Greenland . R eturning to Figure 7, 
where the arrows indicate the change of emissivity due to increasing A or T rn , it is a lso noted 
that the range of observed emissivities is narrowed by the tendency of colder locations to have 
low A, and of warmer locations to have high A. 

Since it is the dependence of the emission on the grad ient of the crystal size that causes the 
emission to d epend on accumulation rate, it is essential for the observed radiation to emanate 
from a range of d epths sufficient to cause a d etectable sensitivity to the gradient. If the depth
gradient is smal l, it may be possible to obtain a greater sensitivity to accumu lation rate by 
choosing a longer wavelength, for which Ys is less and the e ffective depth is thus greater. 
However , the increase in effective depth that can be so obtained is limi ted because the empiri
cally adjusted Ys is so small that the effective d epth is mainly d etermined by Ya (see Fig. 3) , 
and Ya does n ot vary strongly with A. In fact, it seems fortuitous that the important para
meters involved have the appropriate values to produce a measurable sensitivity to the 
accumulation rate at most locations of dry polar firn. 

Since the microwave emission depends on an average accumulation rate over some 
years, a sudden change in the annual accumu lation rate would on ly gradually change the 
emission. A parameter which approximates the time constant for such a change in emission 
is the age at one optical d epth as listed in Table IV. Since the optica l depths are approxi
mately the sam e for all these stations, the time constant d epends mainly on A and varies 
widely with location from about 7 years at Camp Century to 75 years at " Plateau". 

The other primary parameter affecting th e crys tal size and the microwave emission is the 
mean annual temperature . The sensitivity of the emissivi ty to changes in m ean annual 
temperature can be es timated in a simila r m a nner to accumulation changes. A relationship 
similar to that implied by Equation (48) is ass umed so that 

K = exp [ - E jRTrn] jexp [ - EjRTrno] , 

where T rn o is the measured m ean annual tempera ture. The calculated sensitivities (Cu j t,. T ) 
are listed in Table V. For Site 2 and " South I ce" the crystal radii were inc reased by 20 % 

(see previous section ) before calculating the sensitivities. R eferring also to the sensitivity to 
accumulati on ( t,.u 1oj t:.A), it can be seen that a one degree change or uncertainty in Tm is 
approximately eq uivalent to a 10 % change or uncertainty in A. 

Comparison of Site 2 and Camp Century, which have essentially the sam e T rn , shows that 
the smaller crys tal sizes m easured at Site 2 a nd the higher observed emissivity a re consistent, 
and together indicate a higher A at Site 2. Using the difference in observed emissivities 
Mock, 1968, p . 16) indica tes an A difference that ranges from 9 % to 45 % d ep ending on the 
(t:.E = 0.045) and the es timated sensitivity ( t,.EA oj t:.A = 0 .098) indicates that A is 46 % 

TABLE V. E STIMATED E MISSIVITY SENSITIVITIES 

South Pole 
"Plateau" 
Camp Century 
"Byrd " 
I nge L ehmann 
Site 2 

" Sou th I ce" 

0.023 
0.057 
0.098 
0 .11 5 
0. 12 1 

0.07 4 
0. 13 8 

(:~t- , 
d eg- ' 

- 0.002 5 
- 0.006 5 
- 0.008 4 
- 0.0 102 

- 0.0 10 4 
- 0.006 4 
- 0.0 126 
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greater at Site 2. Using A values from surface measurements (Langway, 1967, p. 94-95; 
measurements used; Mock's Camp Century value of 3 I 8 kg/m2 from 1955- 62 firn strati
graphy and Langway's Site 2 value of 423 kg/m2 from 1954- 57 firn stratigraphy indicate a 
33 % difference. Such comparison is complicated by the different accumulation years repre
sented by the various measurements, and the microwave observations, and also by significant 
accumulation gradients (Mock, 1968) over the surface within a resolution element of the 
microwave observations. Nevertheless, the accumulation value measured at the surface at 
Site 2 and that which is estimated from the observed emissivity agree well within the un
certainties of the methods. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The formulation of the radiative transfer problem using the radiative transfer function 
f (z) provides a useful general definition of emissivity of bulk emitting media. The g(z ) 
approximation enables simple calculations of emissivity that account for the variations of 
snow properties with depth and illustrate the effectiveness of the various depths. 

Although 5 m of typical firn corresponds to one optical depth at ,\ = 1.55 cm, significant 
radiation emanates from depths up to 30 m or more. Consequently, the observed radiation 
is determined by firn layers deposited over many seasons and the effect of summer to winter 
differences in deposited snow crystal sizes should be minimal. 

The bulk emissivity is relatively independent of the seasonal temperature variation, in 
contrast to the approximate emissivity determined by the surface temperature. The seasonal 
variation in the calculated TB is shown to lag the variation in Ts. Further analysis of the 
observed TB over a year can be expected to provide additional information on the snow
emission properties. 

An appropriate quantity for comparing calculations and observations is the mean emissivity 
( r B/ T m). The agreement between the observed emissivities at seven locations and the 
calculated emissivities using one empirical parameter shows that the crystal-size variation 
with depth is a primary parameter influencing the microwave emission of dry polar firn. 
Since the crystal sizes are primarily dependent on A and T m, these two quantities are measur
able by microwave sensors, but not independently measurable with one microwave frequency. 
The estimated sensitivities of the emissivity are such that, given an independent T m to an 
accuracy of 1 K and a radiometer accuracy of 1 K, the accumulation rate should be measur
able to an accuracy of the order of 20 % at most locations. The importance of a satellite 
measurement of accumulation will be in the capability to interpolate or extrapolate spatial 
patterns relative to locations of accurate surface measurements. Knowing the estimated 
sensitivities of emissivity to A and T m it is now possible to interpret observed emissivity 
patterns of the ice sheets in terms of variations or anomalies in A or T m. However, develop
ment of a more quantitative technique requires, in particular, additional measurements of 
crystal-size profiles and further study of the factors affecting the crystal-growth rates and 
initial sizes, as well as better measurements of the complex index of refraction as a function 
of wavelength and ice temperature. 
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